
Program MidtermExam 

on the discipline «Nuclear astrophysics» for 1st course master students of specialty 

«6М060400 – Physics » 

 
The proposed MidtermExam program on discipline «Nuclear astrophysics» is made 

according to the discipline syllabus. The program determines the requirements for the levels of 

mastering the academic discipline: what the student should have an idea after studying the course 

for 7 weeks, which should know what skills and habits should be formed. 

At MidtermExam, students will be asked two theoretical questions and one task. 

 

Midterm addresses the following questions: 

 

1. To write down the complete density of energy and energy falling on one baryon in  

terms of concentration of baryons 

2. To write down the expression for a quantity of heat received in terms of one baryon 

3. To write down an equilibrium condition in an element of  Wednesday through warmth and 

entropy, falling on one baryon 

4. To write down the first law of thermodynamics through the energy falling on one baryon, and 

concentration of baryons 

5. To give values for weight and the radius of the Sun; to give the reference values for masses 

and the sizes of neutron stars, white dwarfs and black holes in mass units and the extent of 

the Sun; to give the range of values of mass of stars - predecessors of compact stars (in Sun 

mass units) 

6. To write down dependence of warmth of dQ in an element of Wednesday from temperature 

of T and ds – an entropy on one baryon 

7. To write down for an environment element in equilibrium the equation for the energy falling 

on one baryon depending on pressure, volume (falling on one baryon) and temperature 

8. To write down for an environment element in equilibrium the equation for the energy falling 

on one baryon depending on pressure, concentration of particles of a grade of i and their 

chemical potential, and temperature 

9. To write down a differential equation of dependence of pressure and temperature on density 

of number of baryons 

10. To write down a differential equation of dependence of chemical potential on density of 

number of particles of a grade of i 

11. To write down reactions of an electron capture and to offer an explanation of course of such 

reactions in superdense environments (crystals) 

12. Cumulative distribution function of particles in case of Fermi statisticians and in a case to 

Bosa statisticians 

13. To write down relativistic parameter in terms of an impulse of Fermi 

14. To write down density of electrons through Fermi impulse for a degenerate electronic Fermi 

liquid 

15. To give values for weight and the radius of the Sun; to give the reference values for masses 

and the sizes of neutron stars, white dwarfs and black holes in mass units and the extent of 

the Sun; to give the range of values of mass of stars - predecessors of compact stars (in Sun 

mass units) 
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